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This invention relates to antennas for use on mobile 
equipment and particularly vertical grounded antennas 
using top loading. “ 
vVertical antennas on mobile equipment, such as for 

example automobiles, tend to be so long around fre 
quencies of 20 to 50 megacycles that they are dif?cult 
to mount. For example, in the 30 to 50 me. band, 'verti 
cal grounded antennas of 70 to 90 inches are standard. 
It has been the practice to mount such antennas on 
the fender or rear deck of the automobile and off-center 
with respect to the body metal which acts as the ground 
plane. The result of this has been to adversely affect 
the desired omni-directional characteristics of such an 
tennas. , ' f - 

It has heretofore been suggested that the physical length 
of vertical antennas could be decreased by using “top 
loading.” This consists essentially of adding lumped 
circuit elements to the top of the antenna. In the prior 
art, these elements have consisted of the combination of 
a lumped-constant coil inductance‘plus the capacitance 
of a separate body, which had the form of a sphere or 
disk. Antennas of these types are described in The 
A. R. R. L. Antenna Book, 1949 edition, published by 
The American Radio Relay League, page 61, and, in 
the copending U. S. application of A. G. Kandoian for 
“Antenna,” ?led June 21, 1954, bearing Serial No. 
438,222. 
Such top-loaded antennas have not been adopted to 

any appreciable extent and this in part may be attributed 
to the complexity of such antennas and the mechanical 
di?iculties in constructing them. Such antennas-must 
be quite rugged and designed to present a minimum of 
wind resistance. At the same time, they must be rela 
tively inexpensive. It is also important to provide some 
means for tuning such antennas and some means to match 
the antenna impedance to its load or source. 
An object of the present invention is the provision of 

an improved vertical grounded antenna of the top-loaded 
type for use in mobile equipment. Some of the features 
of this antenna include its simplicity, high Q, and com 
pactness. The length of one example of the present 
invention, operating in the 30 to 50 me. band, is 16 to 
18 inches, as opposed to 70 to 90 inches for the standard 
vertical ground plane antenna. 

Another object of the present invention is the provision 
of an antenna of the type hereinbefore described having 
simple means for tuning said antenna. 
Another object of the present invention is the pro 

vision of an antenna of the type hereinbefore described 
which presents small wind resistance and is rugged in 
structure. ‘ 

In carrying out one aspect of the present invention, the 
top loading of the antenna is produced solely by a single 
spiral coil (which may be a flat or helical spiral) which 
provides both inductance and a substantial capacitance 
to-ground. In accordance with a further feature of the 
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present invention, the antenna is tuned by changing the 
position of a disk mounted on the vertical portion of 
the antenna and below the spiral so as to vary the load 
ing effect of the spiral. 

Other and further objects of the present invention will 
become apparent, and the foregoing will be better under 
stood with reference to the following description of em 
bodiments thereof, reference being had to the drawings, 
in which: ' 

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of a vertical grounded 
antenna according to the present invention; 

Figs. 2 through 4 are similar views of modi?ed portions 
of the antenna arrangement of Fig. 1; and 

Fig. 5 is a schematic top plan view of the top portion 
of the antenna illustrated in Fig. 2. 

Referring now to the embodiment illustrated in Fig. 1, 
the tuned dipole antenna system or vertical antenna illus 
trated there comprises a vertically disposed conductive 
tube or rod 1 which serves as the radiator. The vertical 
radiator 1 is terminated to ground 2 through an imped~ 
ance matching inductance 3, connector strap 4 and con 
ductive supporting post 5. The bottom of rod 1 is ?xed 
in an insulating plate 6 and connected via a lead 7 to 
the inner conductor of a coaxial cable connector 8, the 
connector in turn connecting the antenna to a transmitter 
or receiver (not shown). The ground plane or base 2 
may be the top of an automobile or other mobile equip 
ment with the antenna mounted at the geometrical center 
thereof. The length of the vertical radiator 1 from its 
top, to the top of coil 3 is considerably less than a quarter 
wavelength and to effectively render this antenna a 
quarter wavelength, “top loading” is employed. For this 
purpose the top of the vertical radiator 1 has a mounting 
disk 9 on which a tapered helical spiral 10 is supported 
whose outer con?guration is in the form of a truncated 
inverted cone, the central vertical axis of the cone being 
aligned with vertical radiator 1. The spiral is made of 
heavy gauge Wire which may be as thick as the vertical 
radiator 1, or preferably at least half the diameter of 
the vertical radiator 1, so as to provide a rugged structure. 
Moreover, the spiral 10 is made of relatively‘large dimen 
sions so that not only does the spiral provide inductance, 
but it also provides a relatively large capacitance-to 
ground. In this embodiment, unlike that of the prior 
art, no separate means is required to provide the desired 
capacitance. 

In accordance with another feature of the present in 
vention, the antenna described in Fig. 1 is tuned by means 
of a conductive plate or disk 11 surrounding the vertical 
radiator 1 and extending transversely thereto. The disk 
11 is adjustable along the length of the radiator 1 and 
is held in position by simple means, such as a set screw 
12. Varying the position of disk 11 varies the resonant 
frequency. This provides an extremely simple way of 
adjusting the resonance of the antenna to the mid-fre 
quency of the band over which it is to operate. 

In the example referred to hereinabove, a disk having 
a diameter of 2" was employed. It is to be noted that 
this is considerably less than the maximum diameter of 
the spiral measured in its width. The thickness of the 
disk need only be suf?cient for mechanical strength. 
The vertical radiator 1 may be additionally supported 

in any suitable way. For example, the vertical conductor 
1 may be provided with a threaded portion 13 feeding 
into the complementary thread 14 of a dielectric mem 
ber 15 in the form of a hemisphere, which member 15 
is mechanically supported above the ground plane by 
suitable means, such as legs and screws or the like (not 
shown). Other forms of support for the antenna will 
be obvious. 
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Typical dimensions for one embodiment of the antenna 
of Fig. l for use at 30 to 50 me. are as follows: 

Inches 
Height of spiral __________________________ __ 4 
Maximum diameter (width) of spiral _________ __ 3 
Height of vertical rod 1 from top thereof to top 

of hemisphere 13 _______________________ __ 101/2 
Distance from point 13 to base _____________ __ 11/: 

Referring now to the embodiment illustrated in Figs. 
2 and 5, this structure differs from that described in Fig. l 
in that the top-loading spiral is a ?at spiral 16, as can 
be seen clearly in Fig. 5, and is supported between two 
dielectric sheets 17 and 18. The spiral 16 and sheets 
17 and 18 extend transversely to the vertical radiator l. 
The overall dimensions of this antenna may be approxi 
mately the same as those of Fig. 1 although the diameter 
of the spiral may be a little larger, for example 4”. Tun 
ing of the antenna and the other details thereof outside 
the spiral con?guration are the same as in Fig. 1. It is 
to be noted that no additional capacitance is required 
with spiral 14 providing all the desired capacitance-to 
ground. The spiral may be made of ?at wire ?attened 
at the top and bottom with the width of the wire extend 
ing in the same plane in which the spiral lies. The 
width of the spiral wire is preferably at least half that 
of the vertical radiator so as to provide a substantial 
capacitance-to-ground. The outermost turn of the spiral 
14 may be made wider than that of the other turns to 
provide additional top capacity. 

In the embodiment illustrated in Fig. 3, a helical spiral 
19 is employed whose outer con?guration is in the form 
of a prolate spheroid whose capacitance-to-ground and 
inductance serve to load the antenna. On the other 
hand, in Fig. 4, the spiral 20 which serves to load the 
antenna is cylindrical in outer con?guration. The thick 
ness of the wire of these spirals is preferably the same 
as that of the spiral of Fig. 1 and the diameter of each 
of these spirals is preferably at least 3". In all the 
embodiments shown, no additional capacitance-to-ground 
element is necessary. The transverse disk tuning means 
is employed in each and the base coil for matching the 
impedance of the antennas is provided in each antenna 
unit. 
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While We have described above the principles of our 

invention in connection with speci?c apparatus, it is to be 
clearly understood that this description is made only 
by way of example and not as a limitation to the scope 
of our invention as set forth in the objects thereof and 
in the accompanying claims. 
We claim: 
1. An antenna systemgcomprising a vertically disposed 

radiator, means for coupling a transmission line to said 
radiator, impedance matching means coupled to said 
vertical radiator, means positioned near the top of said 
vertical radiator for increasing the effective electrical 
length of said vertical radiator, and means for tuning 
said antenna system comprising a planar conductor 
mounted beneath said antenna loading means and adapted 
to be moved vertically. ' 

2. An antenna system acording to claim 1, wherein 
said planar conductor comprises a disk mounted on said 
vertical radiator and extending transversely thereof. 

3. An antennasystem comprising a vertically disposed 
radiator, means for coupling a transmission line to said 
radiator, impedance matching means coupled to said 
radiator, means for increasing the effective electrical 
length of said vertical radiator comprising solely a spiral 
coil disposed toward the top of said vertical radiator 
with one end attached to the vertical radiator, said coil 
having a substantial inductance and being dimensioned 
to have a substantial capacitance-to-ground, and means 
for varying the tuning of the antenna system comprising 
a planar conductor slideably mounted on said vertical 
radiator for vertical movement towards or away‘from 
said spiral coil. 

4. An antenna system according to claim 3 in‘which 
said planar conductor is in the form of a disk through 
which said vertical radiator passes, said disk extending 
transversely to said radiator. 
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